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SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Global.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.00
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SMG reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including, but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SMG assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Global Quality Magic
Mark Shortland’s

AmazeBox Black
The AmazeBox, if you haven't heard, is a
revolution for switching billets and playing cards.
A spectator writes, say, their favorite movie on a
piece of paper. They then drop it into a small
cardboard box. You never touch the box;
someone comes on stage, opens it up and
randomly selects a billet. It is always your force
billet.
We received two important pieces of feedback
from the professionals that used AmazeBox in
their show—they'd like it to contain more billets,
and they'd prefer it to be black rather than white.
Not only is the AmazeBox MUCH bigger (it can
hold 200 slips of paper instead of just 30), but it is also stronger. Steel plates between
the cardboard ensure that this will last MUCH longer and is better suited to travel,
and the new matte black color means it will blend in perfectly in any environment.
After weeks (yes, really!) of re-designing, we have now made it so it fits back into its
packaging, so you can transport it flat wherever you go. The box, when flat, it will fit
in any large suitcase.
With the AmazeBox Black you can: Switch up to 200 billets, perform surrounded,
travel anywhere, have a fail-safe method for switching paper, playing cards and more!
In a 45 minute, online video, Mark takes you through everything from assembling the
box, to routines and more.

65

$

Marc Oberon’s

Bang On 2.0

Directly from Marc's FISM winning
routine—World Magic Shop presents
BANG ON 2.0. This modern classic
is now available for the first time on
Bicycle back playing cards.
The spectator names any card! No
Force! That very same card is inside an envelope, inside your wallet! You are
Bang On every time!
This is Marc's reputation maker, and for good reason! It's direct, utterly incredible,
and very easy to perform, due to the gimmicks included—derived from Marc's
own unique specifications.

100

$
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Triple The Fun

Steven Brundage’s

Cube 3

Steven shocked the world by using a Rubik's Cube
to get out of a traffic ticket and the video populated
social media feeds all over the world. Not sure about
cube magic? Think again. He fooled Penn & Teller,
then Steve Harvey, Good Morning America...the
list is still going on and on. Now, Steven wants to
teach you how he uses his closely-guarded Rubik's
Cube routine to crush audiences all over the world.
What you'll learn: Imagination Solve, Toss Up Solve, Behind-the-Back Solve,
Bag Solve, Instant Solve and Color Change Solve.
Plus, so much more... Eye-popping cube flourishes; basic & advanced cube
solving techniques; presentation, handling & performance ideas as well as cube
care & maintenance.
He'll take you from zero to performing the most
visual displays of cube magic in the world today.
We have thrown out all the gimmicks and show
you how to do fearless, impromptu magic with
such an impossible object. No gimmicks.
Completely examinable. Get Cube 3 and start
mystifying the masses.

34.95

$

Christian Engblom’s

Triple C

Stop manipulating the cards. Start
manipulating the audience.
Triple C, the CLEANEST way to
control a card or several cards. So
clean—there is even a hands-off
version.
Imagine letting the SPECTATOR shuffle the cards under test conditions. After a
FREE selection, the spectator's FRIEND proceeds to read the SPECTATOR'S
MIND correctly! No prearranged stooges! The spectator becomes an instant
mentalist.
This is NOT a Stripper Deck. This is a true utility deck that can be used as a normal
deck. It can withstand close inspection. Even magicians that KNOW it is gaffed
have trouble finding it. Available in both Red Back or Blue Back.

Red or Blue...$30

4
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Wallets Of Change

Alan Wong &
Nick Einhorn’s

Super Soft Deluxe
Nest of Wallets
This latest model offers the addition
of smooth, super soft, premium
leather. No need to work-in the
wallets to soften them up. These
wallets are as soft as butter, right
out of the box.
Any small, borrowed item such as a coin or ring instantly reappears wrapped in
cloth, inside a nest of three leather wallets.
Finest nest of wallets currently available. Beautifully produced by Alan Wong in top
quality black leather. Includes streaming/downloadable instruction with handling
advice, basic and advanced routines. Use as a stand-alone performance piece or
as the perfect addition to any borrowed-ring or signed-coin routine you currently
perform. Re-set the prop in front of the spectators.

64.95

$

Steve Draun’s

Real Man’s Wallet
There is nothing more practical in magic to carry
with you than your wallet. You need your money,
credit cards, ID—your wallet is with you
everywhere you go.
Now imagine having a spectator's SIGNED CARD
magically appear in the wallet, securely under the
plastic ID holder WITHOUT you ever opening it!
The Real Man's Wallet allows you to create this amazing effect as well as many
others—AND it looks and functions like a normal wallet.
The Real Man's Wallet is made with beautiful leather and is hand-crafted to our
specifications. The ingenious, easy-load chamber will allow you to produce items
inside your wallet with ease. Because it can be used as your everyday wallet, you
will always be ready to perform. No need for oversized bulky wallets anymore to
perform on-the-go miracles.
Includes: Detailed online Video
instruction by Greg Wilson. Also
included is Steve's original loading and
performance instruction PDF. PDF also
includes fully detailed photos.

39.95

$
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Utility Gimmicks—Worth It!
Greg Wilson’s

Cold Case

From shuffled to stacked in seconds—
this deck-switching device is so simple
in concept and execution that you can
tell your audience in advance you're
going to switch the deck and they WILL
NOT SEE IT.
Best of all, we arm you with a precisioncrafted gimmick and full streaming instructions that explain 10 original routines,
handlings and applications by Gregory Wilson, David Gripenwaldt, Michael
Weber, John Kennedy, Justin Miller and Raj Madhok.
Plus, it makes the classics instantly accessible—perfect
poker deals, color-changing decks, story packs, new deck
order finale and mental miracles.
Instant reset. Easy to perform. Mostly angle-proof. Great
for close-up or stand-up. No moving parts to wear out or
break down. Cold Case is hailed as the next evolution
from respected deck switch pros all over the world.

39.95

$

John Janousky’s

Whiplash

Whiplash is a hyper-visual utility gimmick that
will let you vanish, transpose and transform
cards. Learn Josh's signature routine with the
Whiplash gimmick—Whipped Across, his take
on the Cards Across plot. Cards visibly vanish
and reappear one by one at the fingertips, the
final occurring in a spectator's hands.
Also, learn an updated variation of Oil and Water, a multi-phase sandwich routine,
and a Monte game with a killer kicker ending. You will receive a custom gimmick
printed by the US Playing Card Company, ready to go immediately. In addition to
the four routines, Josh shares how to repair and customize your gimmick—a new
feature for gimmicks of this nature. It's an entire lesson on splitting cards, and it
alone is worth the price of the download.
Whiplash is angle proof and can be
discretely hidden in any deck. The
possibilities with Whiplash are truly limitless.

20

$
6
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Menny Linderfeld Presents...
TRU

A rubber band is wrapped around your
forefinger. And while it's being stretched out,
the rubber band literally PASSES THROUGH
the center of your forefinger and LINKS
ITSELF onto your middle finger. The effect is
so visually stunning, IT LOOKS LIKE A CAMERA TRICK!
Your fingers are open and fully exposed throughout the entire performance. The
rubber band continues its magical journey, VISIBLY PENETRATING from one
finger to the next. Making each phase gradually look more VISUALLY AMAZING
than the previous. Finish this incredible effect with a BIG ending. Imagine the
spectator's reaction, when you cause the rubber band on your finger, to VISIBLY
PASS THROUGH and PENETRATE HIS OWN FINGER.
Perform TRU in any impromptu situation. With your fingers fully exposed
throughout the entire routine. It's 360 degrees angle-proof and can be watched
from any angle. Each phase of TRU can be performed
as a stand-alone effect or combined into a multi-phase
routine. Shown are FIVE (X5) original TRU methods.
High quality and long, lasting rubber bands
included (bands produced by Joe Rindfleisch).
Video tutorial (download/full HD 1080p/72
minutes).

24.95

$

Ox Bender
Ox Bender™ comes complete with custom-made secret
device + full-HD video tutorial (download).
World’s first single-handed coin bender—you can bend
borrowed, signed coins with only ONE hand! With one hand
free, you'll be more relaxed and have effortless, natural control
over your coin bends.
Use Ox Bender™ single-handed or with both hands. Has a fully concealed gimmick.
Blind coin loading—Easily load coins without the need to look at gimmick. Use it
anywhere and fully surrounded. Can be used for close-up, walk-around and stage.
Best bending tool for use on TV. No switches. No pulls. No sleeving. Bend small or
large coins (max DIA = 27 mm./1.06 in.) No scratch marks—produces spotless
coin bends. Ox Bender™ can also be used for neck-twisting signed spoon. Ox
Bender™ can also be used to bend, twist & break signed keys. World’s most
lightweight coin bender (only 26 gr./0.057 lb). Hassle-free gimmick. Easily carry
Ox Bender™ with you everywhere you go! Gimmick + Video tutorial (Download
/ Full HD 1080p / 53 minutes).

99.95

$
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João Miranda Magic
Rejoined
From the clever mind of Julio Montoro and João
Miranda comes a visual and original card restoration
like no other.
In this effect, a card is chosen and clearly ripped in
half, without any cover or hiding anything palmed.
Each half is signed, one by the spectator and the
other by the magician. Without any cover or special
moves the signed halves are restored BACKWARDS
and PIVOTED against each other, making the
restored cards a wonderful souvenir that the spectators will never forget.
Comes complete with the very special material, enough for 60 performances.
Rejoined comes in red back only.
Refills (50 performances) are also available for $24.95.

49.95

$

Mental Pen
Want to blow away your spectators with diabolical mentalism?
Welcome to Mental Pen, a diabolical creation of João
Miranda and Gustavo Sereno.
Mental Pen allows you to create REAL MAGIC. The kind of
magic that gets into their minds and leaves them totally stunned.
With Mental Pen, what the spectator marks with a Sharpie,
matches the magician's prediction! The routines possible are
endless. It can be performed with any book, magazine, napkin,
receipt or even a blank piece of paper—allowing the magician
to perform a variety of different routines.

KEEP IN MIND:
The spectator holds the pen the entire time. No switches. The "secret" is activated
by the spectator himself! Endless routines are possible, either for close-up or
stage. You can use the pen as a regular Sharpie. Diabolical gimmick makes the
effect super easy to perform.
Comes complete with Sharpie and all
gimmicks needed.
**Mental Pen is based on the idea
and gimmick from Andreas
Sebring's MetalWriting System.

39.95

$

8
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Shin Lim Presents...

iConic (Gold Edition)

After multiple performances worldwide, Shin has decided
to share six of his favorite moments out of his Cell Phone
Act with the magic community.
This includes gaffed iPhones. Completely identical in metals,
finish, embossing, length and width as a real iPhone 5 or
5s. Only a limited amount of these specialized gaffed iPhone
5 or 5s sets will be available (to keep it exclusive to only a
select number of magicians).
The routines included are
perfect for close up, street, parlor and stage.
Included are: iMovie, iPic, iCash, iBite,
iCrack and iVanish. Complete details on each
of these routines are available on the website.

80

$

The Switch
The routines included are perfect for close-up, street or
parlor. When an effect looks too good to be true, it usually
is. The Switch by Shin Lim is the rarest kind of magic—
in real life it looks exactly as shown in the trailer. Quite
simply, it is as close to real magic as you can get.
You isolate a folded card ANYWHERE—on the table, in
a spectator's hand, under a clear glass. A signed, selected
card BECOMES the folded, isolated card. It's that simple,
and that direct. It's easy to perform, practical to reset
and devastating to audiences. This effect is ideal for
television and live performances.

30

$

Gone Deck

Gone Deck can be used both as an appearing and
vanishing card box, making this a very versatile prop
for anyone’s repertoire.
Every package comes with a premade template so that
you can apply any deck of your choosing. Use it in the
beginning, end or even middle of your routine. And
because it is as thin as one card and works as one unit
with no separate parts to worry about, Gone Deck will not get in the way of your
performances. Gone Deck comes with an instructional tutorial on how to perform
different vanishes, appearances, and even color changes. In addition, Shin Lim
teaches you how to not only take care of your gimmick, but also how to create
new ones of your own.

29.95

$
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Craftiness With Money
Nicholas Einhorn’s

Insta-Change

Insta-Change is a single bill/banknote
transposition, and has been a sellout at the
Blackpool Convention for the last two years.
From your wallet or pocket, you show
a receipt from a well-known, highend store. After you show it and fold
it into eighths, you immediately open
it and show it to be a real bill/
banknote. The bill/banknote can be
handed out for examination or even
given away!
A perfect gimmick to carry in your wallet for an any-time miracle. The gimmick
provided is hand-made from non-tear paper and is pre-folded. Thanks to a clever
printing process, you can simply snap this gimmick onto a real bill/banknote and
perform it immediately. This is not an art project that needs to be
assembled—it comes ready to work straight out of the box! Simple online
video instructions show you how to perform this within minutes. You'll love the
impact that Insta-Change has on your audience.

34.95

$

Mario Lopez’s

Chinese Tweezers
Mario Lopez is one of the recent big
surprises of the world of magic. He won the
second prize in Micro Magic at the most
recent FISM—his magic is original, simple,
different and fresh.
Chinese Tweezers is one of his creations,
the kind of magic that can only come from a
brilliant mind.
Imagine poking a pair of tweezers down
through the small hole in the center of a Chinese Coin, and upon pulling the
tweezers back up through the hole, a large Eisenhower Dollar appears on the tip
of the tweezers. Amazingly visual!! The effect can be repeated numerous times
with the same audience, becoming more magical each time! This looks incredible!
Now you can perform this beautiful and incredible magical routine. See what all
the excitement is about! The set includes all the necessities: coins, tweezers
and a link with video instructions in both English and Spanish.

49.95

$
10
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Impossible Now Possible
Jimmy Strange’s

Strong Man

Strong Man is a new method for visually bending
metal that is easy to do and super practical.
Strong Man is a completely new concept in metal
bending—a new type of gimmick that can be felt as
solid yet can bend upon your command. No more
needing to carry around extra props for impractical
methods. Strong Man can be used over and over
again as it resets instantly and requires no set up.
It is ready right out of the box.
With Strong Man, you will be able to show your
spectators a solid nut and bolt, they can feel it
and check it out—it is solid—yet at any moment,
you can make the bolt bend as if it were made of rubber. You can even hold it and
have your spectators rub the bolt and cause it to bend—they actually feel it melt
with no effort whatsoever. It can then straighten back to its original state leaving
your spectators dumbfounded and wondering if all they saw was actually real. Instantly
the bolt is solid again, the spectators can feel this. All of this is done with NO
SETUP AND NO SWITCHES.
You can use Strong Man on its own, and it is the perfect accompaniment to any
metal bending routine.

59.95

$

Agus Tjiu’s

Leap

Leap is a Coin-Through-Glass (or
Ring-Through-Glass) effect, greatly
improved in its presentation and
method versus "the old days."
There have been many great methods
available in different formats, such as
a pedestal under a shot glass inside of
a larger glass, an item resembling a coaster, to utilizing a table. Some of these items
are inconvenient to bring along and use for close-up magic or table hopping.
Leap, therefore, was developed for this effect—it is much easier to use, more
convenient to bring along, and doesn't look suspicious. And it utilizes something
that most magicians already carry with them—a deck of cards! Hence, Leap is
born.
What you get: Shot Glass, Red Card Box, Blue Card Box Replacement and
Instructions.

69.95

$
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Magical Appearances
Steve Rowe’s

Appear-8

Appear-8 is a brilliant, visual piece of magic
guaranteed to draw shocked reactions from ANY
audience. Your deck of cards has an EIGHT BALL
printed across its face. In full view of your spectators
you can pluck the printed eight ball OFF the deck
and hand out a real, regulation eight ball for
inspection! You are left with a plain Bicycle
deck and the real eight ball!
Super simple to per for m. Beautifully
handcrafted gimmick does the work for you!
You can use Appear-8 as a startling piece of
eye-candy, or you can build it into a routine.
It's (of course) the perfect way to start any
routine that uses an eight ball... or you could
force the 8 of Clubs or Eight of Spades and
then use Appear-8 as both a prediction AND an eye-popping climax.
Comes with a handcrafted Red Bicycle Deck gimmick, a deck protector (to transport
your gimmick around), a real 2-inch eight ball and downloadable video instructions.

30

$

Roddy McGhie & Danny Weiser’s

Attire

Attire is the ultimate way to introduce a Sharpie.
Spectators see a design of a marker on your shirt, and
with a simple pull on the image, you now have a REAL
Sharpie in your hand that you can use in your next
routine!
Attire is a unique piece of magic from the creative duo
of Roddy McGhie and Danny Weiser. It's truly like
nothing else on the market. It allows you to take
the ordinary action of introducing a Sharpie, and fill it
with a moment of impossibility for your spectators.
You can hand out the Sharpie. They can even write
with it. If you use a Sharpie, then you'll need Attire.
The perfect and most magical way to introduce a
Sharpie for any of your existing routines. Sharpie can
write and be handed out. Resets in seconds. Easy to
learn. Easy to use. Light and Durable. Can be used with any color or style of shirt.

24.95

$
12
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Creative Bill Effects
Manual Llaser’s

The Yarn

The "No way!" signed bill in ball of
wool
A spectator's SIGNED bill vanishes and
reappears tied at the end of a ball of
wool! The ball of wool is in the
spectator's hand since the beginning
of the show. The bill is really SIGNED
by the spectator. The spectator himself
unties the signed bill from the end of
The Yarn. He also unfolds the bill
and checks his signature. The ball of
wool is in sight the whole time, in a
clear glass, while unwinding the yarn.
Two Bonus Effects: Confabulation/Headline Prediction and Any Card
Called For.
Ideal for close-up, parlor, and stage. Packs small and plays big. Includes gimmick.
Download video with live performance. Step-by-step explanation.

29

$

Peter Eggink’s

Stab

A card is selected from the deck, folded in
half widthwise, and the center is torn out
so an actual hole is created in the middle
of the card. Next, you borrow a bill from
your spectator, fold it in half lengthwise,
and place it between the card's folds.
The bill can be clearly seen through the
hole at all times throughout the routine.
With a (borrowed) pen or pencil, you now stab right through the center of the bill!
The pen is unmistakably punched right THROUGH the center of the borrowed bill
and is clearly shown on both sides!
The pen is removed... and with a touch of magic the punched hole seems to have
magically healed itself! The freshly restored bill is handed back to its owner straight
away, as well as the card, for her to keep as a unique souvenir!
STAB is really a stunning, beautiful piece of organic magic! SUPER Visual. VERY
easy to do. Gimmick adapts to any currency. 360-degree performing angle. Resets
in seconds. Your STAB package comes complete with "training" bills in EURO and
USD, gimmicks and the online streaming tutorial. (Some assembly required).

19.95

$
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Audiences Tested
Memorandum

By Woody Aragon
Woody is one of the most important modern card magic
creators. Names such as Penn & Teller, Eric Jones and
Pit Hartling choose Woody's tricks for their shows. The
reason? Woody's magic is strong, it's clever, it fools...
and audiences love it!
In his new book, MEMORANDUM, Woody reveals his
revolutionary work on the memorized deck.
He thoroughly explains: His Memorandum
Stack, His Method To Memorize and More
than 50 tricks. A series of new ideas
combining memorized deck and mathematical
principles that will allow you to do real
miracles.
Indulge yourself. With this expert instruction
in MEMORANDUM, you'll be on your way
to performing with a memorized deck!

59.95

$

Sheer Luck Book Test
By Shawn Farquhar

Shawn Farquhar, FISM Grand Prix World
Champion of Magic, performs and
explains in detail an effect that has been
used in his show since 2011 when he
presented it at the famed 4F Convention
in New York. This has been described as
the "paper balls over the head" of
mentalism. It's the perfect piece for
mentalists looking to lighten the mood,
magicians wanting to present mentalism
and even master of ceremonies wanting
to spice up the event with a little audience interaction.
You and a spectator stand back-to-back while they freely select any page from the
book. Then, with absolutely no effort, you are able to recite word-for-word any
sentences, paragraphs or even a whole page selected by the spectator.
During the entire demonstration, the audience sees just how the "magic" works.
Once revealed to the volunteer, you will stun everyone by showing them that the
solution they thought was being used... isn't it at all.

80

$
14
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